WHITE DRAW

NORTHWEST
(Round #3 Losers from North)

Deji Thomas-Smith, Liberty
Gaston Muhammed, Kennesaw

NORTH
(Round #2 Losers from East)

(1) Dino Bonetta, Elon
Deji Thomas-Smith, Liberty
Ian Sturgill, Liberty
Gaston Muhammed, Kennesaw

(1) Dino Bonetta, Elon
(3) Campbell Erwin, Richmond

NORTHEAST
(Round #3 Losers from East)

(4) George Lovitt, Richmond
Nicholas Condos, Elon

WEST

(3) Campbell Erwin, Richmond

Chase Bernstine, VT
(2) Agustin Tamagnone, ECU

6-3, 3-6, 6-3

Drew Lahey, Kennesaw

SOUTHWEST
(Round #3 Losers from West)

Will Karpinski, JMU

SOUTH
(Round #2 Losers from West)

Simon Labbe, ECU
Harvey Maughan, Kennesaw
Jacob Bicknell, Elon
Nicholas Condos, Elon

9am

SOUTHEAST
(Round #3 Losers from South)

Harvey Maughan, Kennesaw

Jacob Bicknell, Elon

opponent withdrew due to illness

Deji Thomas-Smith, Liberty
Gaston Muhammed, Kennesaw

Simon Labbe, ECU
Harvey Maughan, Kennesaw
Jacob Bicknell, Elon
Nicholas Condos, Elon
RED DOUBLES DRAW

NORTH
(Round #2 Losers from East)

Round 1
Drew Singerman/Henrik Atlevi, Furman
Matthew Fernandez/Ricky Bell, Richmond

Diego Marques/Agustin Tamagnone, ECU
Chase Burton/Ian Sturgill, Liberty

Chase Burton/Ian Sturgill, Liberty
6-3

Alvaro Arce/Holden Koons, JMU
Drew Singerman/Henrik Atlevi, Furman

Chase Burton/Ian Sturgill, Liberty
6-1

Bryan Triana/Seru Tezuka, Kennesaw
Matthew Fernandez/Ricky Bell, Richmond

DIEU

WEST
Diego Marques/Agustin Tamagnone, ECU
Chase Burton/Ian Sturgill, Liberty

Alvaro Arce/Holden Koons, JMU
Drew Singerman/Henrik Atlevi, Furman

6-2

Bryan Triana/Seru Tezuka, Kennesaw
Matthew Fernandez/Ricky Bell, Richmond

Kyle Frankel/Nicholas Condos, Elon
Goncalo Ferreira/Josh Wilson, Liberty

Kyle Frankel/Nicholas Condos, Elon
Goncalo Ferreira/Josh Wilson, Liberty
6-1

6-4

SOUTH
(Round #2 Losers from West)

Alvaro Arce/Holden Koons, JMU
Bryan Triana/Seru Tezuka, Kennesaw

Kyle Frankel/Nicholas Condos, Elon
Goncalo Ferreira/Josh Wilson, Liberty

Kyle Frankel/Nicholas Condos, Elon
Goncalo Ferreira/Josh Wilson, Liberty
6-1
WHITE DOUBLES DRAW

NORTH
(Round #2 Losers from East)

Harvey Maughan/Mritunjay Badola, Kennesaw
Camilo Ponce/Dino Bonetta, Elon

Round 1
John Walsh/Josh Keitelman, Richmond
Steve Mundt/Deji Thomas-Smith, Liberty
7-6(5)
7-5

Will Karpinski/Stefan Petrovic, JMU
Harvey Maughan/Mritunjay Badola, Kennesaw
Michael Shepheard/Chase Bernstine, VT
7-6(4)
7-6

Camilo Ponce/Dino Bonetta, Elon
Michael Shepheard/Chase Bernstine, VT
Klein Evans/Campbell Erwin, Richmond
6-2

Gaston Muhammad/Harvey Conway, Kennesaw
Klein Evans/Campbell Erwin, Richmond
6-2

SOUTH
(Round #2 Losers from West)

Will Karpinski/Stefan Petrovic, JMU
Gaston Muhammad/Harvey Conway, Kennesaw
BLUE DOUBLES DRAW

NORTH
(Round #2 Losers from East)

James Roelofse/Chad Nash, Furman
Ryan Bernstine (VT)/Nelson Stafford (ECU)

Round 1
James Roelofse/Chad Nash, Furman
BYE
James Roelofse/Chad Nash, Furman
BYE

Joseph Emerson/Will Barker, Liberty
Drew Lahey/Sebastian Osorio, Kennesaw
Joseph Emerson/Will Barker, Liberty
Drew Lahey/Sebastian Osorio, Kennesaw

6-4

7-5

Simon Labbe/Federico Masetti, ECU
Sam Dively/Max Zucker, Elon
Simon Labbe/Federico Masetti, ECU
Sam Dively/Max Zucker, Elon

6-4

6-2

SOUTH
(Round #2 Losers from West)

BYE

Sam Dively/Max Zucker, Elon

6-3